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Good morning Keith
 
Hope you had a good break.  Just following up on the discussion at our AGM. Attached is the
note of the meeting including the main points that we picked up in discussion with you.
 
From our point of view the key issues are still the practical ones around the new supply
programme.  As you know, the sector is now planning for a declining programme after 2021
though this is driven by the resource planning assumptions and funding uncertainty rather than a
reluctance to invest or any idea that housing needs have been “met” through the current
programme.
 
And we will need to return to the issue of standards and grant rates as part of the wider
discussion around programme targets.  You wont be surprised to hear that we will be making the
case for a consistent approach to funding new supply, one that treats council tenants in the
same way as RSL tenants and is clear on the balance between general taxation and “taxing”
existing social housing tenants to fund new social housing supply. 
 
We do not think that current lower grant rates for councils are “fair” to council tenants and we
are not convinced that existing tenants should carry as much of the burden of new investment as
they currently do.  Apart from anything else pushing up rents to pay for new homes is
inconsistent with the objectives set out in the Scottish Government’s child poverty action plan.
 
On the issue of standards ALACHO is supportive of the current move to common, cross tenure,
standards and we would like to see this extended to accessibility and adaptability standards for
all new build housing.  We are unconvinced that a separate fire safety standard for new social
housing as currently proposed is justified.
 
More generally we are interested in the emerging human rights based approach to housing
including the recommendations from the First Minister’s Advisory Group on Human Rights.  You
will be aware that the Advisory Group has included “the right to adequate housing” as part of
the proposed legal framework, something we are likely to support. 
 
Though we have to accept that as things stand this right is not being “respected, protected and
fulfilled” for tens of thousands of households in Scotland.  We will need a programme that
addresses this if the current national performance framework is to have any meaning in housing 
terms, never mind delivering on the proposed new human rights act.
 
This last point perhaps points to the need for a “well functioning housing system” as the biggest
of the challenges included in your discussion document and I don’t think we have yet got to a
place where anyone has clearly articulated what this means and what would be required from a
public policy point of view to achieve it. 
 
This is perhaps the area that we need to spend some time on this year, hopefully we can also
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Note of ALACHO meeting and AGM


Friday 7th December 2018 at 12.30pm


Glasgow City Council 

231 George Street


Glasgow


1. Present

Annette Finnan (Chair) 
South Lanarkshire


John Mills 


Fife


James Coutts

East Lothian


Patrick Flynn


Glasgow


Kevin Anderson

South Ayrshire


John Kerr


West Dunbartonshire


Janeine Barrett

North Ayrshire


Murray Sharp

Clackmannan


Lorna Cameron

Stirling


John Morrow


Angus


Grant MacKintosh

East Dunbartonshire


Lesley Muirhead

Renfrewshire


Elaine Scott


Edinburgh

By phone



Frances Troup

Orkney

In attendance



Tony Cain


ALACHO Policy Manager



Elaine Byrne


SHN

Apologies received from:



Pamela Humphries

North Lanarkshire



Stephen Llewellyn

North Lanarkshire



David Simpson

Dundee



Rob Simpson

Aberdeenshire



Derek McGowan

Aberdeen



David Goldie


Highland



Suzanne Conlin

East Renfrewshire



Janette Stitt


Inverclyde



Drew Hall


Inverclyde


Ashly Campbell

CIH



Kate Morrison

COSLA




2. Election of Chair, Vice Chair and Executive for 2019

This part of the meeting was chaired by the Policy Manager.  Nominations were sought for the posts of: 


Co- Chair (x2)


Vice Chair



Executive Committee members (x6)


The following nominations were notified in advance of the meeting:

Co-Chair

John Mills


Annette Finnan



Vice Chair




Frances Troup




John Morrow


Executive Committee:



John Kerr



Elaine Scott


Further nominations for the Executive Committee were made as follows:


Patrick Flynn


Grant MacKintosh


John Coutts


Murray Sharp


The meeting agreed to create an additional post of Vice chair.  All nominees were elected unopposed to serve for the coming year until the 2019 AGM.


Action: Policy Manager to advise partner organisations as appropriate and to prepare a paper on how office bearers can work to improve the overall capacity of ALACHO.


Policy discussion


3. Housing beyond 2021- presentation and discussion led by Keith Fernie (Scottish Government)


The Scottish Government’s discussion paper and feedback template can be found here: https://www.gov.scot/publications/housing-beyond-2021/

Keith Fernie, team leader for the Housing Beyond 2021 Team in the Scottish Government’s More Homes Division gave a brief presentation setting out the purpose of the consultation on Housing Beyond 2021.  A copy of was circulated with this note.  


He indicated that the intention was for the results of the consultation to be discussed at Cabinet early in 2019.  A more formal consultation process will be held during the spring and summer of 2019 and a route map to 2040 to be published in 2020.


The Scottish Government’s overall objective is to create a degree of political consensus around housing and housing investment ahead of the 2021 Scottish parliamentary elections based on a whole system vision.


In particular he set out a number of areas of benefit from housing investment including:



The labour market,


Productivity,


Entrepreneurship,


Home working


And social and environmental value including:



Education,


Health,


Crime,


Carbon reduction.


In setting the context particular issues were noted relating to:


The ageing population,


Growing household numbers,


Pressure on public budgets.


In a wide ranging discussion the following key points were made:


· That the immediate concern for Councils was the likely supply targets post 2021.  As things stand, with reducing resource planning assumptions for the last three years of current SHIPs the sector is planning for a declining programme;


· The current subsidy system effectively taxes existing tenants to provide new homes.  This unfairness is compounded by less favourable treatment of Council tenants;


· The delivery of accessible housing across all tenures is problematic and the way grant levels are decided is a disincentive to provide accessible or wheelchair housing;


· Housing for varying needs requires significant redrafting;


· The process of joining up service planning with IJBS has been slow and patchy;


· The condition of some parts of the existing stock, particularly older properties and flats sold under the right to buy is emerging as a significant issue;


· Housing investment can play a part in consolidating town centres and improving how inner urban areas function;


· Any reorganisation of public services including local government could damage the currently sound health of HRAs locally;

· The house building industry isn’t meeting Scotland’s needs as things stand and change is needed;

· New and improved housing can have a significant impact on health, educational attainment and offending for example, there is a need to reposition discussions around housing investment in a broader framework reflected though LOIPs and Community Planning;


· The current secondary status for housing services has been demonstrated by the challenge in getting IJBs to think in terms of their contribution to RRTPs (Not just Housing’s contribution to IJBs);


· Funding pressures on IJBs impact on joint working and priorities;


· Part of the problem in developing a clearer vision for the housing system is that the SG tends to see housing and social housing in particular as a welfare programme not a human rights issue- the purpose of public sector housing policy remains unclear;


· Local Housing Strategies should more clearly inform the Scottish Government’s approach;


· Particular responses need to be developed for island and remote communities;


· Housing is central to sustainable communities;


· The Scottish government needs to ensure that funding for housing matches its significance as an infrastructure requirement for the economy as a whole and to support the delivery of housing as a human right;


· Any reduction in the funding for new and improved housing post 2021 would significantly diminish the SGs authority on anti-poverty measures.


The discussion concluded with an agreement that ALACHO would provide a broad response to housing post 2021 consultation as soon as possible with a view to further discussions in 2019.

The Chair thanks Keith Fernie for attending and participating in the discussion.

4. Note meeting of 26th October 2016


The note isn’t yet available but will be circulated asap.

5. Budget update and fees for 2018-19


The budget update paper and fee options were noted.  A fee increase based on September 2018 RPI was agreed.  That is 3.3%.  

Fees will rise from £2,338pa to £2,415.


Noted that this includes an assumed 2.5% pay award for 2019 and an increased SHN management fee of £650pa.


It was also agreed to have a further discussion with the CIH around improving engagement and ALACHO’s continued sponsorship of the annual leadership award.


The current level of reserves estimated at £8,000 was noted and considered appropriate given the current operating environment.

Following discussion, it was agreed to give further consideration to a revised fee structure based on organisation size (or some other factor) during 2019.


6. Meeting Schedule 2019

The following schedule of meetings proposed for 2019 were agreed

		ALACHO Meetings


12.30pm, in Glasgow City Council, 231 George Street, Glasgow (except October)

		Executive Meetings


1pm, Edinburgh



		 February 22

 April 26

 June 28

 August 30

 October 25 (Inverness)


 December 6 (AGM)

		 January 25

 March 29

 May 31

 July 26

 September 27







All meetings are on a Friday.

Following discussion it was also agreed to look at venue options to make meetings more accessible to those working outside the central belt.



7. Homelessness update

John Mills gave an update on developments since the last meeting including:


The publication of the SG’s high-level action plan to end homelessness and the associated parliamentary debate (available at: https://www.scottishparliament.tv/meeting/debate-ending-homelessness-together-november-29-2018 );


The appointment of a contractor to deliver the Housing Options tool kit;


Progress in drafting RRTPs;

The work of the sub group;

The recent ALACHO seminars with a further session planned for 5 February;


A proposed letter from the health minister setting out details of what is expected of IJBs;


Criteria for assessing RRTPs are currently being drafted by the SG;


The developing view of the SFHA confirming the need for RSLs to step up and get beyond concerns around ‘tenancy ready’;

Progress with the review of the Sc 5 protocol;


Work to redraft the code of guidance and the offer of a “co-production” approach from the SG;


Proposals from the SG to move to consultation on the abolition of local connection and changes to intentionality early in 2019; and


Discussions with CIH, Scottish Women’s Aid and others to develop new guidance on responding to domestic abuse.


In discussion a number of issues were noted including limited time to prepare plans, issues in engaging with IJBs, tenants and elected members and the importance of recognising that it’s a transition plan and impacts should be paced over five years.  Issues around funding were also discussed.

Action: Policy Manager to circulate the link to the parliamentary debate on homelessness (contained in this note), contact CoSLA to discuss finance issues arising from RRTPs and arrange a meeting with SFHA to discuss related issues.

8. Updates from CIH and SHN for noting


To be circulated with the note of the meeting along with the HRA statistical review prepared by James Duffy at SNH.

9. Outline work plan and policy priorities for 2019-20


The following key elements of ALACHO’s work plan and policy priorities for 2019 were noted:


Homelessness;


New supply;

Improving the housing response to domestic abuse;

Housing post 2021 and in particular long-term investment in new social housing


Services to Gypsy/Travellers;

Fuel poverty and energy efficiency;

Health and Social Care integration;

Accessible housing and adaptations;

PRS, conditions and enforcement;

Welfare reform


Affordability and value for money; and


Existing homes and stock condition. 

Homelessness is likely to be the most significant of these work streams including the transition to rapid rehousing, revising the code of guidance and the proposed legislative changes.


The current work to support the sharing of best practice across the sector on:



HRA business planning;



Rapid Rehousing Transition Plans; and



Rent pressure zones


will continue throughout the year.

Agreed that the Policy Manager should prepare a more detailed paper for discussion at the January meeting of the executive including proposals for a round table discussion on private sector issues and progress with the “missing share” option.

10. AOCB

a. Ministerial letter- meeting to discuss G/T site standards-to be held in Collin, just outside Dumfries in January.  The letter has been sent to those councils with sites that didn’t meet the standards.

b. Meeting locations- Derek McGowan offer to host in Aberdeen- agreed to discuss this and other options for meeting venues in the new year.

Annette Finnan


Co-Chair


 Head of Housing Services  


South Lanarkshire Council
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John Mills


Co-Chair


Head of Housing Services


Fife Council
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Tony Cain


 (ALACHO Policy Manager)
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engage our academic colleagues in helping to understand some of the technical issues but the
key points will be how we articulate the outcomes we think the system should deliver and how
public policy is shaped to support delivery.
 
As things stand we do need to conclude that our housing system isn’t “functioning well” though
perhaps it would be nearer the mark to say it isn’t functioning well enough to deliver the current
national outcome framework, nor are current outcomes demonstrably “fair”. 
 
They are also expensive; poor housing and homelessness are significant factors in reoffending,
poor health including poor mental health, lower educational attainment for children living in
inadequate housing, excess winter deaths, child poverty and fuel poverty to list just a few of the
outcomes the current housing system is delivering.
 
And from an equalities perspective, the current system serves many of those with protected
characteristics particularly badly and layers on further levels of disadvantage to those living in
rural and island communities.
 
This conversation has a long way to go and were looking forward to continuing it through the
year but we also look forward to the start of a very practical discussion about the issues
surrounding the new supply programme sooner rather than later. 
 
It took two years to recover and retool for the current programme after five years of reduced
funding and programme cuts imposed by the Scottish Government between 2010 and 2015.  If
the Scottish Government’s intention is to impose another cut on the programme we need to
know sooner rather than later.  Apart from anything else we owe as much to those working to
deliver the Scottish Government’s current target.
 
Hopefully that is of some use at this stage. 
 
cheers 
 
 
 
Tony Cain
Policy Manager
ALACHO
 
Phone 07908460989
 


